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Camille Paglia
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"Poetry Descends from the Sacred":
An Interview with Camille Paglia
Cassandra Atherton
I should admit tlmt I have a bit of a girl crush on Camille Paglia. Her
Sexual Personae: Art and Decadence from Nefertiti to Emily Dickinson
(1990) dominated my high school years. It was the best book of criticism I liad
ever read, and twenty-two years later, it stands the test of time. Her essay on
Dickinson, in particular, is brilliant and I still assign it to my poetry students.
Sexual Personae was followed by Sex, Art, and American Culture (1992);
Vamps and Tramps: New Essays (1994); andher study of Alfred Hitchcock's
The Birds (1998) published by the British Film Institute in its Film Classics
Series. Seven years later her fifth book, Break, Blow, Burn: Camille Paglia
Reads Forty-Three of the World's Best Poems, was published. A national
bestseller. Break, Blow, Burn is an extraordinary reading of selected poems.
This collection of essays not only features poets like Shakespeare but it also
focuses on contemporary poets like Joni Mitchell and her song "Woodstock. "
Voted one ofthe top 100 public intellectuals by Foreign Policy and Prospect
magazines, Paglia is a media celebrity, appearing on television and radio in
the United States and internationally. Her column at Salon.com is compulsive
reading.
I Imd arranged to interview Paglia at Harry's Seafood Grill in Wilm-
ington, Delaware. I got to Harry's early and knocked back a shot of tequila
to settle my nerves—Paglia's renowned spontaneity can be cliallenging for
interviewers. She was smaller that I expected but still larger than life. I find
it refreshing that Paglia says what she thinks, uncensored, a habit that often
puts people on edge. And I'm happy to report tlmt after the interview, my girl
crush is intact.
WOE: In Break, Blow, Burn you critique those who have undermined
poetry. Who are these people?
PAGLIA: Well, the first half of Break, Blow, Burn is essentially concerned
with canonical work, and most people would not disagree with the
kinds of choices that I have made. However, in the second half, which
addresses the last four decades, with the exceptions of Sylvia Plath,
Gary Snyder, and Joni Mitchell (for Woodstock), no one is a known name.
The contemporary section of this book is really a slap in the face of the
current poetry establishment and academic circles, in the sense that
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I have not included poets who are approved by the academy. These
days, this would include John Ashbery, for example, who is glorified
and considered a genius in the United States. I have no doubt that he
had talent once but I find his poems urureadable and pretentious. To
me they are a knock-off of late Wallace Stevens. I love early Wallace
Stevens, but the late period is so Oedipal and philosophical—or rather
academics have reduced the late Wallace Stevens to this philosophical
poet. What follows from this is the idea that somehow people write
poetry to do philosophy. Well, I say, "Do philosophy! Don't treat poetry
as if it was a servant of some other form."
Poets who are currently glorified often write poetry that dovetails
with the postmodernism of the academic elite. But now postmodern-
ism is ebbing, and all the academics with their finger in the wind are
all fleeing, like lemmings, and moving back to the more traditional
genres. That's how you get yourself a job at Harvard—^you simply
mirror back to the academics around you their particular current
little interest or concern. I come out of the sixties and my philosophy
of poetry is that it is based in the senses; I think that is the essence of
poetry. The essence of the sixties revolution was sensory—a sensory
turn back to the senses. Poetry is different from philosophy in the way
that it plays upon our senses. Whether it's through rhythm, through
imagery, through the tactility of words, it is arousing elements of the
brain that are pre-rational, and this is interacting with our neurology.
So it's like we're floating on a green river of some sort.
For me, poetry has got to play to the senses in some way. That's
why the Shakespeare sonnets have lasted. It's not so much because he is
a master of language, it's that he is a true poet who is oriented towards
the physical world, processing himself through his body and coming
out his mouth. He endorses the idea of poetry as a purely pleasurable
exercise.
Break, Blow, Burn got very good reviews, but there were a few really
nasty ones. Some of them were political, but there was one that said
that I didn't deal with really difficult poetry like that of Jorie Graham,
and that I needed to deal with her. Jorie Graham! Haven't they read
the book? I didn't mention her by name, but I dismissed her style of
poetry. In many ways the arts have hit a dead end partly because of
this trend in poetry.
WOE: Why else have the arts hit a dead end?
PAGLIA: The world listens to media, young people listen to the media.
It used to be an American phenomenon but now we see it everywhere.
The traditional arts are suffering and being marginalised out of the
utter folly that began in academe in the seventies. The post-sixties
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revolution suddenly started gearing towards postmodernism with its
repercussions of language. It is slippery, self-reflective language and is
full of contortions—native English speakers are imitating bad English
translations of French intellectuals. Ifyou are French, you can get away
with that (the French need to interrogate themselves; they have a very
rationalist culture). But what Lacan is doing in French can't be replicated
in English—and we don't need it in English. My argument has been
that our tradition of poetry runs all the way back to English-speaking
poetry—to Chaucer. I said early on in my manifesto that everything
Foucault claims to be doing is already done in Joyce's Ulysses and is
done far befter: all you need is that book. It is an outrage to see these
English professors of my generation trot out this language. It's warfare!
I don't know if you know how ostracised I am in American aca-
deme? Who is the real rebel? Someone who glides from Yale to Berkeley
to Harvard or me who has paid the price? Headhunted professors at
these institutions are millionaires. And look at the pack of secretaries
and graduate student assistants around them. I don't have any of that
here. At the University of the Arts! I have a very small staff, so I rely on
other people to help me. My agent helps me, my publisher helps me
and a few others do my email and so on, but I have no clerical assistants
of any kind. And I believe that is more what an intellectual should be.
An intellectual should be someone who is outside the system and also
who can't be categorised neatly. But these people are like rajas.
WOE: What can be done to restore and nurture a love of poetry?
PAGLIA: There is a terrible problem in America: there has been a drift
away from the visibility of poetry in education or even for the daily
reader of newspapers and magazines. When I was growing up in the
fifties and early sixties even women's magazines had poetry editors.
I saw poems in the daily newspaper. I remember them and they were
often very general with lines like "Oh, the red leaves" or whatever, but
poetry was still very central to American culture then. People used to be
able to recite poetry, and mass media has supplanted that. Obviously,
people don't sit around strumming banjos as much as they used to in
America. Song is not a form of family entertainment at family parties
the way it used to be, where people would sing or play an instrument.
(That's not so in Ireland—song is still very much a part of their culture.)
If s gone here because of the dominance of the media.
The problem is also in the way poetry was taught. The kind of
poetry that I was introduced to in high school in the early sixties was
completely sanitised; poetry was ruined for me. If I had been a poet
then, it would have just made me want to scream. I thought it was totally
fake—everything about it was fake. The way that the poetry of Emily
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Dickinson was taught meant that if I had not read Emily Dickinson in
college, I would have had the most saccharine ideas about Dickinson's
poetry. I was taught it was all about little things like birds and bees and
butterflies and so on and so forth. That is why I wrote my chapter on
"Amhersf s Madame de Sade: Emily Dickinson"; I had to chop down
those ideas about her poetry. I was lucky that I was around at the time
that the new Harvard University edition of her poems by Thomas
Johnson was published. It was the edition that reinstated the dashes
in her poems. I was really the first generation to use that, so Dickinson
has been an enormous presence for me since college.
Poetry needs to be taught and restored to the curriculum. It's quite
wrong that there is this namby-pamby politically correct humanitarian
thing that is being taught now. I also think the visual arts need to be
taught to American school children. In Europe the visual arts are all
around young people; they are a part of the European heritage. Here
there is nothing. If you do not talk to students or present art to them,
they see nothing—nothing but shopping malls and special effects in
movies. I wrote an essay about this called "The Magic of Images." I posit
that visual culture has been bombarded with "flash, flash, flash, flash,
flash," and it is no longer done with the skill of Godard who invented
that style. He was a brilliant filmmaker. Now it's being done by copy-
ists. It's now become just crazy images that don't make any sense.
Kids are being bombarded—they are looking at TV and going to
movies and "flash, flash, flash"—their visual sense is disrupted. We
have to retrain the brain. Kids need to be trained to look; an encoun-
ter of the eye with a single image should be explored. Whether it is a
photograph, a great painting, or whatever it is, just sit there and stare
at it and explore it with the eye. No wonder kids have attention deficit
disorder and are living on Ritalin in this country. We have to get great
images into the elementary schools and even into the college curriculum.
In our wonderfully pc academe, the great art history survey courses
are being dismantled everywhere. In the Larry Summers controversy
at Harvard, one of the things that was mentioned in the media was
that he tried to bring back the art history survey course—he thought
undergraduates needed that. An unnamed woman, an art historian there
(I'm guessing it was Svetlana Alpers but I don't know) said to him, "No
true professor would ever teach that course." But these courses are for
the betterment of undergraduates!
My sister who is an art conservator went to Smith College. She
went on a rampage, a crusade, when Smith started to dismantle its art
history survey because no one wanted to teach it. There was an outcry
from Smith graduates. People who were lawyers, who were science
majors, all said it was the best course they took at Smith College. It was
the most memorable course they had undertaken.
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I am so much in favour of the survey (another way in which I
am out of sync with academic trends.) My book Sexual Personae is set
out like a survey course. It is the same thing with Break, Blow, Burn.
And that approach is out of favour. There is no sequence, there is no
chronology in new approaches. You are expected to structure things
like New Historicism, where you take this little fact and this littie fact
[she makes small tweezers-like movements] and put them together like a
tiny littie salad. Then you pick at it and these little facts fit together. Fit
together my ass!
These kinds of contemporary scholars in the Ivy League are not
erudite. None of them is of the dimensions that their predecessors
were, like Harry Levin, Emily Vermeule. The Ivy League was once
known for great scholars. These current scholars are careerists. None
of them is truly original. They all like talking about what is current in
the environment and then they find another new ti-end and say, "I'll
base my career on it and get rich." And they do get rich!
WOE: What do you think about postmodernist jargon overtaking vari-
ous other disciplines at the university?
PAGLIA: On my book tours people tell me how they were driven out
of the universities. For example, in Kansas City a woman told me she
was doing a graduate year in public administration and she had to
read Foucault. This garbage has nothing to do with anything! People
told me they left graduate school because of it; they wanted a career in
literature but they were driven out by semantics. They were devastated.
Everywhere parents are paying large sums of money in this country
and their children are being forced to read jargon. There was a scandal
when a parent went to the press after spending all this money to send
his daughter to film school in California and she was forced to read
valueless jargon. When she complained, she was told, "Oh, please, you
simply aren't capable of understanding it!"
When I wrote the book on The Birds there were some reviews that
said, "This book does nothing" and they said that because it focuses
on the film. That's the point. If s not about stupid jargon; if s about the
film. Laura Mulvey is a very nice person but Mulve37's writing of the
"male gaze" is like ivy or bamboo—you can never get rid of it. What
does she know about the visual arts? She has no business talking about
the male gaze in regards to a genre without having explored these ideas
in relationship to whole history of the visual arts. Feminists like her
apply a rubber stamp to whatever they are arguing in any genre.
Film is a development of Western visual art. Thaf s why in Sexual
Personae I'm talking about what I call the "Western Eye," which is used
by both male and female in Western culture. If s not just the "male
gaze"! That kind of ideological thinking has ruined feminism.
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when I burst on the scene in the nineties I was treated really badly.
Gloria Steinem compared me to Hitler and my book—which she obvi-
ously hadn't read—she compared to Mein Kampf This is the way you treat
an openly gay woman in the movement? Anyway, thanks to Madonna,
we won. (Thank you. Madonna!) The pro-sex team won—pro-beauty,
pro-art, pro-fashion, pro-pop. All that stuff won! But now from the new
younger feminists, all we hear is, "Oh, these terrible model competitions
and wet t-shirt contests!" They complain, complain, complain.
WOE: Do you think that poetry is more magical than prose?
PAGLIA: Yes. Absolutely. Poetry descends from the sacred. There is
always a remnant of the sacred, even in people who are atheists and
write poetry. There is something about this cosmic vision that allows
you to view the universe in its totality. Art gives you an attention to
the fine detail, a sharpening of the power of observation. Art gives you
the ability to see your ordinary life in a different way—the ordinary
becomes extraordinary. Poetry is a form of heightened consciousness.
It is analogous to how people feel when they are in love or when they
are drinking or when they are on drugs. I don't take drugs but I am
a child of the vine. (And I also like a beer.) Postmodernism has mar-
ginalised poetry because postmodernism is a type of cynical nihilism.
It defines any reference to the sacred as sentimental. There is a kind
of sanctimonious superiority that many postmodernist scholars have
regarding what people believe.
I'm very interested in all religions, and I think that every religion
is a symbol system that is coherent in itself. Higher education should
teach comparative religion. When you bring religions together and
compare them, they are like great poems. Through that, you actually
see the way the universe exists—so many different views of the vast-
ness of the cosmos.
To return to my earlier remark, postmodernism is cynical—it is a
little, snivelling way of seeing the world; it actually follows from the
movement created by T.S. Eliot in "The Waste Land" and Samuel Beckett
in Waiting for Godot. Postmodernism and poststructuralism are part of
the heritage of Beckett. Foucault himself said the biggest influence on
his generation in Paris was Samuel Becketf s Waiting for Godot. Susan
Sontag spent much of her life trying to bring us back to that world of
Waiting for Godot. When she went over to Sarajevo, what did she do?
She produced Waiting for Godot in the rubble!
I acknowledge it is a great play of the twentieth century and one
must know it. But I utterly reject Samuel Beckeft's vision of the world.
No one seems to notice that, first of all, there are no women in Waiting
for Godot. Hello! Wouldn't you think there is something wrong there?
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That is not a universal vision. When you have a major playwright like
that excluding women, then wouldn't the interpretation be that women
are the problem? Hobos along the roadside picking at chicken bones?
I hate that. But that is the sensibility everywhere of postmodernism,
the "abject"—all that stuff. Give me a break. It has been done. It is
has been soooo done. Get rid of it! It is passé. My sensibility is that of
my generation, the sixties, the psychedelic sixties of rock and roll and
"Satisfaction" and Andy Warhol.
WOE: Why do you thirrk texts like Waiting for Godot are taught so
prominently in universities?
PAGLIA: Because the real vision, unfortunately, got truncated. Because
my generation went off on that psychedelic era. Although I have never
taken any of those drugs, I feel I'm part of psychedelia because of the
music. It can give you a serise of what it's like to be on drugs. Some
of my favourite music is drug music yet I don't take drugs. Part of
the problem with my generation is that people who could have pre-
vented this terrible thing that happened in academia did not go on to
grad school. They dropped like flies. They took drugs. They died of
AIDS. Two of my friends died of AIDS. One of my subjects is the self-
destruction of my generation. I wrote an article about it: "Cults and
Cosmic Consciousness: Religious Vision in the American 1960s." That
is the real sixties. Don't tell me that it's Foucault sitting someplace in
Paris hearing about the revolution on the telephone.
If you are a practitioner, an exponent of the humanities, and you
are getting the salaries that those people are getting at Harvard and
Berkeley, how dare you smash the humanities the way they have done!
How dare you be so snobbish about art! How dare you ruin the experi-
ence of literature by stripping away the magic and the sacred! That is
what they have done. I had great luck to have the poet Milton Kessler
as a teacher when I was in college at the State University of New York
at Binghamton. He was always bringing into class readings that he had
discovered which had something to do with the relationship between
the body and poetry. He had studied with Roethke. And Roethke is
now marginalized. People have written to me thanking me for trying
to bring back Roethke. Why is Roethke out? Because he is about the
body and the sacred. Are undergraduates really reading Jorie Graham
and not Roethke?
WOE: I wanted to askyou about creative writing in universities—should
it be there? Can you teach creative writing?
PAGLIA: I think it is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, in a culture
that is often media-driven, the people who go into graduate programs
in creative writing are finding a little island where arts and letters are
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taken seriously. They have a cormection not only with knowledgeable
teachers who can help in their careers but also with fellow students who
can be friends for a lifetime, corresponding with them and so on. At
university writers find fellow thinkers, they find encouragement, they
find others who take writing seriously. On the other hand, sometimes
a house style is imposed.
On my book tours I'm often asked whether writers should study
creative writing at universities. My advice to young writers is that if
you want to teach and earn a living while writing, then you have to be
credentialed and get your degree in these programs. But if you don't
want to teach but really write, I don't think it's a good idea. I think that
you should take that money and use it to give yourself some other expe-
rience. To travel—to Asia, to Africa, India—anywhere. Or give yourself
a gap year, something like that. Writing profits from life experience,
and if you never have any experience other than that in a classroom,
then your writing is inevitably going to become rarefied and artificial.
You are in a bubble. Why preserve this academic bubble? Hardly any
of the great writers ever had academic careers. They had to live life,
whatever it was. If s far befter to go out and get an ordinary job, if you
can. People watching is important; you need to people watch.
There is a kind of a removal from life in a writing program, and
the materials that you need for writing are not going to be found in
academe. Your technical skills may be polished, but you have to look
to life itself and all the experiences in life as fodder for writing. Un-
fortunately, middle-class people have very little contact with real jobs
anymore. I remember when the musician David Amram came to The
University of the Arts to speak. He lived through the beatnik era. He
said that then, if you wanted to write poetry, you wanted to make mu-
sic, you wanted to dance, rents were cheap, and you were living ten to
a room. And if you needed money, you would all go out and varnish
floors for a job—you'd pick up a day job. Or you would unload trucks
for a day. Now, where in American culture right now are you going
to find that? People say, "I'll wait on tables or work in an office, but I
don't want to varnish floors. I don't want to unload trucks." That's the
difference, and that's why that Beat movement was truly representative
of the fifties and early sixties.
They were middle class, but they went backwards in their class.
They looked like bums with their beards and all that. And as bums they
actually saw and experienced things that were outside of their class.
Thaf s one of the problems right now—the whole culture is shifting to
become much more middle class.
Americans now are incredibly desirous of brand names for every
single thing. I was shopping for a new perfume recently and when I asked
for a sample I was told, "You can't sample them." I said, "How will I
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know what to buy if I don't smell them?" For young people, the brand
name is enough on the perfume. They buy the brand name, not the scent
of the perfume. I loved it when Warhol came out with the Campbell's
soup can. I loved that—I love brand names and logos. But with Warhol,
the interest in the design and logo of a simple Campbell's soup can was
populist. This new trend is simply about seeking the prestige of the
name brand. In the ghetto people are killing each other over brand-name
sneakers. So something has gone very wrong in the culture.
Materialism destroys the artist. The lives of the artists are very
inspiring. But they weren't people of power as some people argue—that
is ridiculous. Most of them were complete losers. Dante was a loser.
Hardly anyone born to wealth and power has been a great artist.
Of course there are exceptions, like James Merrill (although I'm
not a fan of his work). He's from money and has the Merrill fortiine
behind him. But he was gay and therefore he was an outsider and a
loser in his culture.
I despise it when I hear people argue that we need to revamp our
canon to bring in things from the margins. But to produce great work,
you nearly always had to work from the margins! That is why the au-
thorship argument about Shakespeare—the Oxford hypothesis or the
Bacon hypothesis that no one but a nobleman could have written his
plays—is nonsense. When have the nobility ever been able to produce
great or important art? OK, Toulouse Lautrec was from the nobility,
but he was an outcast because of his disability. Other than that, where?
Who? No major artist has ever come from nobility.
WOE: Has the reading of literature declined? Are people still reading
classics?
PAGLIA: I don't think people are reading classics. There is too much
competition, too much going on—video game culture (especially for
young men in America), movies, TV, iPods, the web. The web is a major
transformation—people are reading but a different kind of reading. In
America, at least, there are a very small number of people actually read-
ing classics. Except for students in college—if the classics and reading
haven't been ruined for them.
When I began my teaching career at Bennington College, com-
ing out of grad school at Yale in 1972,1 assigned the same number of
readings as I had read at Yale, which was a novel a week. Two weeks
into the term, one of the professors took me aside and said, "We re-
ally don't do things in that way here. We prefer deep reading instead;
that much reading is too much for them." So I adjusted down to one
novel every three weeks and over time—over 40 years of teaching—I
have given up finding a long book that students will read. I just can't
stand to police students—they are not going to read a 700-page book.
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At the University of the Arts I don't have any majors. My students
are majoring in theatre or animation or whatever. They have to please
their master teachers and think about a different kind of career. So I
can tell when they haven't read the book. I have seen the way a class
becomes duplicitous where they think they have to hide from you that
they haven't done the reading. But if I was teaching the English major
to someone at university intending to get into grad school, then those
students would read that 700-page book and think about their profes-
sional careers!
So I slowly reduced the amount of outside reading I assigned them
and I upped the ante of what was going on in class. I try to make it really
intense in class when I have them. And that is why I found that poems
work well. I can force them to read a poem and even a play. But even
in my Shakespeare class, I can tell that they are not reading— many
are—^but I can tell which students aren't. With Shakespeare you have to
make a hard sell. I would say that most students at Harvard or Princeton
do the reading, but I think faculty there are fooling themselves, too.
There are so many things kids want to be doing and the web is an
enormous part of that. To try and get them to the library and open a
book—why should they, when they are used to being online all night?
Why would they go to the library when they could do this online? I
began writing for Salon.com from its first issue in 1995, so I am com-
mitted to the web.
Even I find it easier to look for facts if I can find a reliable source
on the web. I don't have to get up out of my seat, cross the room, pull
out my Oxford Classical Dictionary (the older edition, never the new
one, which is riddled with postmodernism—the new academics and
the new scholarship are totally unreliable).
If s such an effort, isn't it?—to get up, open the book find what
you're looking for in the book. If s a crisis. A major, major crisis is
happening. I don't think it can be stopped. The whole new generation
worldwide is choosing the web, and books are becoming a joke. But
here's the problem: the web is a very convenient way to do work.
If I were writing Sexual Personae again, it would be so easy to be able
to key in a word and access a whole library of stuff. But it wouldn't be
Sexual Personae at the end of it. Sexual Personae is the result of someone
who immersed herself in books, sat there at the Yale library, took books
off the shelves and roamed and roamed, looking, looking, looking.
You're not going to do that now. The ability of the web to go straight
to what you are looking for has changed this process. You don't have
a book in your hands, so you can't flip through it to the other things
that are in the book. I find so many things—incredible things—in the
library just by walking through it and looking for something else.
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No one wants to go to the library anymore. You can get the infor-
mation on the web, but the act of acquiring the information and the
networking cormections of information are very different. The web is
great for helping you to trace things; if s fabulous—I love it for that.
If s addictive. But no one is ever again going to want to open an en-
cyclopaedia, as I did. I used a Columbia Encyclopedia, a one-volume
thing that I owned and used extensively throughout my college years
and grad school. I used to open it up and study it, and I would stumble
onto other things in it and keep reading and keep going. My general
knowledge comes from books like that.
The people of the book, my era, we can see what is going to be
lost, but it is unstoppable. Something else is happening. Prose style
will suffer because you only get prose style by reading consecutively.
People have said, "You are very readable" and thaf s because my writ-
ing flows. Thaf s the result of years and years of consecutive reading.
If you don't read consecutively, you will never have flow. You might
juxtapose things in an interesting way, but you will be just sampling
things—people begin reading the past once more. Over time people
and knowledge will suffer ftom this kind of sampling until people
begin reading the past. I believe in that—you look at the past and you
are inspired and start going to the library again. Things are lost but
ultimately they are recovered.
WOE: What are your current projects? Isn't there a plan to write a
second volume of Sexual Personael
Paglia: Pantheon will release my new book on the visual arts in Fall
2012, and I have a third essay collection also under contract to Pantheon.
I haven't abandoned the Sexual Personae project, but developments in
the 1990s made me radically re-think it. Popular culture has become
ubiquitous—but it has also declined in quality. The web has enamoured
the young and drained a great deal of creative energy from movies,
TV, and rock music. (I speak as a proponent of the web, not its critic.)
As a consequence ( and to my regret), volume two will inevitably have
an elegiac character—it will be chronicling something that is already
gone with the wind. And as a strategic matter, it may very well be the
last book I write!—a summa of my love affair with pop.
Cassandra Atherton teaches at the University of Melbourne.
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